Alumni Helping Students

The UC Berkeley Career Center and Cal Alumni Association are excited to be joining forces for a number of meaningful engagement activities that help students make connections and gain clarity in their career & internship pursuits.

Here’s how you can help the next generation of Cal alumni and give back to the community that has shaped who you are today:

**Externships**
Cal alumni worldwide are invited to share their expertise with current students through the Cal Externship Program. This low-commitment, high-impact experience allows a student to shadow a professional at their workplace for one day to two weeks during the 2015-2016 winter break.

> Sign up to be a sponsor by October 7th

**Career Connections Networking Series**
For each of these casual networking events, we are seeking a diverse group of alumni to showcase the variety of careers offered within specific fields or industries. The events require no prep; simply attend and chat with interested students, share your path from Cal to career, and offer advice to those who hope to follow in your footsteps.

> Volunteer to attend any of these 15+ events

**Career Connections Employer Site Visits**
Interested Bay Area or SoCal alumni could host a group of Cal students at their employment offices for an event in winter or spring '16. Typical activities include a tour, networking meet & greet with executives, and an interactive presentation highlighting the industry and career options.

> Connect with us to explore the possibilities

To volunteer or find out more, visit:
> alumni.berkeley.edu/berkeleynetwork
> career.berkeley.edu/alumni or email ben.warner@berkeley.edu